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A 15-percent-scale lightweight fighter-type inlet-forebody was tested
 
in the Ames 14-foot Transonic Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers of 0.7, 0.9, and
 
1.04. The inlet was a two-dimensional horizontal-ramp system designed for
 
a Mach number of 2.2. Four inlet devices designed to prevent or delay
 
cowl-lip boundary-layer separation or to improve the inlet.internal flow
 
characteristics at high angles of attack were investigated. The devices
 
used to control cowl-lip separation consisted of cowl leading-edge flaps,

slotted flaps; and tangential blowing. To improve the internal flow
 
characteristics, discrete jet-nozzle flows were directed downstream and
 
parallel to the duct surface in the subsonic diffuser to energize the wall
 
boundary layer. The discrete jets used in the subsonic diffuser were also
 
tested in combination with each of the cowl leading-edge devices. The
 
Reynolds number was about 11.9 x 106 per meter (3.9 x 106 per foot) for
 
all Mach numbers. Angle of attack ranged from 0' to 560 and angle of side­
slip from 00 to 150. Test measurements included engine-face total pressure
 
recovery, steady state distortion, dynamic distortion, duct boundary-layer

profiles, and duct-surface static pressures. This report includes only
 






Aerodynamic design and control improvements have resulted in expanded
 
stable-maneuver-envelopes for tactical aircraft. This type of aircraft
 
requires advanced inlet concepts to provide good pressure recovery and
 
low flow distortion to maintain continuous high thrust levels and prevent
 
engine stall during severe maneuvers.
 
The purpose of this investigation was to evaluate the performance
 
.characteristics of selected inlet devices designed to prevent or delay cowl­
lip boundary-layer separation or to control the inlet-duct flow properties
 
so as to obtain maximum inlet pressure recovery and minimum flow distortion
 
during severe transonic maneuvering. Four such devices were tested. Three
 
* Project Engineer, ARO, Inc., Moffett Field, Calif. 94035 
of these devices were derived from wing leading-edge high-lift devices and
 
consisted of cowl leading-edge flaps, slotted flaps, and tangential blowing.
 
The fourth device consisted of discrete jet-nozzle flow directed downstream
 
and parallel to the duct'surface in the subsonic diffuset so as to energize

the wall boundary-layer. This fourth device was also tested in combination
 
with each of the cowl leading-edge devices.
 
The test pr6gram~which was a cooperative effort between NASA Ames and
 
General Dynamics, Fort Worth Division,was conducted in the Ames 14-Foot
 
Transonic Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers of 0.7, 0.9, and 1.04. Angle of
 
attack ranged from 00 to 560 and angle of sideslip from 00 to 150. The
 
Reynolds number was essentially constant and equal to 11.9 x-10 per meter
 
(3.9 x 106 per foot) for all Mach numbers. Test measurements included,

engine-face total-pressure recovery, steady state distortion, dynamic





ALPHA, a angle of attack of model reference axis, deg 
(AN/NSGRPT)MAX maximum normalized Fourier coefficient parameter for 
ring 1 through ring 5,respectively 
AO/AI capture area ratio 
BETA, 8 angle of sideslip of model referenceaxis, deg 
CFabb compressor face total pressure ratios, 
compressor pressure a = ring number, bb = rake number 
PT 
CONF configuration code number 
CMUL actual combined lip and diffuser blowing momentum 
coefficient 
CMUO theoretical combined lip and diffuser blowing 
momentum coefficient 
CMUxL actual isolated blowing momentum coefficient, x - 1 = 
cowl lip, 2 = diffuser 
CMUxO theoretical isolated blowing momentum coefficient, 




DS splitter diameter, calculated size of high compressor 
region, 1 
D2 maximum compressor distortion, max. CFabb - min CFa~b 
PT 
DXl normalized KA2 
DX2 normalized KC2 
FLAP/SLAT angle of cowl lip flap or slat relative to model 
reference axis, positive downward, deg 
GXI prediction of instantaneous DXI 
ID engine/inlet stability index 
IDCy compressor circumferential distortion index, 
y = compressor total-pressure ring number 
IDCHUB hub circumferential distortion index, IDCl + ID2 
2 
IDCMAX larger of IDCHUB and TIP 
IDCTIP tip circumferential distortion index, IDC4 + IDC5 
2 
IDRMAX larger of IDR4 and IDR5 
IDRy compressor radial distortion index, y = compressor 
total pressure-ring number 
KA2 combined circumferential and radial distortion index' 
KC2 high compressor distortion parameter 
KRA2 fan radial distortion parameter 
KTHETA fan circumferential distortion parameter 
KTHETAS fan-circumferential distortion for rings with 
diameter < DS 
MACH, M free-stream Mach number 




P 	 free-stream static pressure, psf
 
PAl 	 lip blowing plenum pressure, psia
 
PA2 	 diffuser blowing plenum pressure, psia
 
PDcdd duct wall static pressure ratios, duct pressure
 
c - 1 = upper wall, 2 = lower wall PT
 
dd = tap number
 














PREF 	 Kulita and scanivalve reference pressure, psf
 
PT 	 free'stream total pressure, psf
 




PT2 average compressor face total pressure, psf
 








P3 	 average throat plug exit pressure, psf
 
P30e throat plug exit pressure ratios, e = tap number, 
exit pressure 
PT 
PTRMS average compressor RMS total pressure ratio,
 




Q 	 free-stream dynamic pressure, psf
 
QI/PT2 	 ratio of average inlet dynamic pressure to average
 





Rfgg duct boundary-rake total pressure ratios, f = rake 
number, gg = probe number, rake pressure 
PT 
RN/FT Reynolds number, millions/ft 
RUN run number. 
SEQ data sequence number 
SPFh forebody static pressure ratios, h : tap number, 
forebody pressure 
PT 
THETA circumferential extent of distortion for ring 1 thru 
5,respectively 
TN tunnel, 14 = Ames 14-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel 
TR free-stream static temperature, OR 
TST test number 
TTR free-stream total temperature, OR 
VIAxL actual blowing velocity, ft/sec, x - = lip, 2 = 
diffuser 
VIAxO theoretical blowing, velocity, x - 1 = lip, 2 = 
diffuser 
WAx blowing air weight flow, lb/sec, x - 1 = lip, 2 
diffuser 
WC2 duct full scale corrected weight flow, lb/sec 





Shown in figure 1 is the 15-percent-scale pressure model installed in
 
the Ames 14-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel. The model (fig. 2) consisted of
 
a removable forebody assembly, an underslung inlet and subsonic duct with
 
a simulated compressor face, and~a remotely controlled conicalzplug flow
 
meter. The forebody (fig. 3)was removed for isolated inlet testing. The
 
inlet (fig. 4)was a two-dimensional, horizontal-ramp system with a 6-degree

initial ramp angle. A section of the inlet cowl was removable,'allowing
 
incorporation of the three different leading-edge devices. The entire fore­
body and inlet assembly was mounted on a remotely actuated pitch/yaw mech­
- anism (fig. 5) which, in turn, was mounted on the wind tunnel model-support­
system. This combination provided a capability of 560 angle of attack and 
150 angle of sideslip. 
The inlet cowl leading-edge devices consisted of a flap (fig. 6)de­
flected 00, 30' or 500, a slotted flap (fig. 7) deflected-300, 45b or 600,.
 
and a tangential blowing slot (fig. 8). Diffuser wall blowing jets, which
 
were used independently and incombination with the leading-edge devices,
 
are described infigure 4. Itshould be noted that the drawings are to
 




Steady state pressure instrumentation in the inlet subsonic-diffuser
 
duct consisted of five total pressure boundary-layer rakes mounted down­
stream of the cowl-lip (fig. 9)and wall-static orifices on or near the
 
duct centerline on both the ramp and cowl surfaces as well as near each
 
rake location (fig. 10). Instrumentation at the simulated compressor face.
 
(fig. 11) consisted-of 40 steady state and 40 high-response total pressure

probes located on centroids of equal area. Kulite XDBL-093-25 pressure

transducers were used to make high response measurements at the compressor
 
face. A Kulite XCQ-093-25 pressure transducer mounted inthe nose of the
 
removable forebody was used to monitor the wind tunnel turbulence. Dynamic

data were recorded on the NASA Ames high-response data acquisition system

(ref. 1). All steady state pressures were measured with a multi-pressure
 




The variation of engine-face total pressure recovery and distortion
 
with inlet mass-flow ratio was established for each model configuration
 
and test condition. All runs were made at constant Mach number and model
 





 The number of data points for each 'model config­
uration and test condition varied from one to seven with at least one





For each data point, tunnel and model conditions were set and 45
 
seconds of dynamic data were recorded on the NASA Ames high-response data
 
acquisition system. 
Steady state data were then recorded.
 
Estimated uncertainties of the primary parameters, based on the accuracy





a= + 0.1 DEG. PT2/PT = + 0.005
 
S= ± 0.1 DEG. AO/AI = + 0.02 
M = ±0.005 
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
 
The run schedule for the present investigation is shown in table 1

and a sample of the tabulated data is shown in the appendix. A complete
listing of the tabulated data is not presented in this report because of
the large volume required. The data are available from NASA Ames Research
 
Center, Moffett Field, California. Selected plots of the data are pre­
sented in figures 12 through 16.
 
For the isolated inlet, engine-face pressure recovery and steady state
distortion as functions of inlet capture-area ratio and the angle of attack
 
are presented for the basic cowl 
lip and each of the four inlet devices at
 
a Mach number of 0.9 only. All data are for a 
= V. Performance of the
inlet with the basic cowl lip is shown in figure 12 from a = 0 to 560.

Performance ismaintained up to a 
= 200 with a slight decrease in total
 
pressure recovery at a = 300 and progressively increasing losses at a = 400
 
and 6°. Engine-face distortion increases with decreasing pressure recovery.
 
A comparison of inlet performance between the basic cowl lip and

various cowl-lip flap deflections for inlet angles of attack of 300, 400,

and 56° is shown in figure 13. At a = 300 (fig. 13a), the 300 flap de­flection provides a small increase in total pressure recovery and little
 
change in distortion. The 500 flap deflection provides no increase in
 pressure recovery, and distortion at the lower capture-area ratios is in­
creased. At a = 
400 (fig. 13b) with a 30' flap deflection, large increases
in total pressure recovery are seen along with a decrease in distortion.
 
°
The 50° flap deflection at a = 40 also improves the inlet performance;
however, the increase in only about one-half of that achieved with the 30'




at the high capture-area ratios but increased at the lower values. At ­
a = 560 (fig. 13c) no data are available with the 300 flap deflection,
 
but a marked improvement in performance can be seen with the 500 flap

deflection. Approximately a 7% increase in total pressure-recovery is
 
achieved at the engine match point, An improvement in engine-face dis­
tortion is also realized.
 
A comparison of the inlet performance for the basic cowl lip and
 
slotted cowl flap is shown in figure 14 at a = 300, 400, and 560.. At
 
a = 300 (fig. 14a) there is a very small increase in total. pressure re­
covery with the slotted flap deflected 30' and no improvement in engine

face distortion. A slotted flap deflection of 450 provided no increase
 
in pressure recovery but did result in a slight improvement in distortion.
 
At a = 400 (fig. 14b) each position of the slotted flap (30', 45' and 600
 
deflection) improved the inlet total pressure recovery. The 300 deflec­
tion resulted in the greatest gain in performance and the 60°.deflection
 
the least. Generally, the engine face distortion was reduced with all
 
slotted flap deflections; however, an increase in distortion can be seen
 
at the lower capture-area ratios for the 60' slotted flap deflection. At
 
a = 
560 (fig. 14c) all slotted flap positions improved the inlet performance

significantly with the 600 deflection showing the greatest improvement and
 
the 300 deflection the least. In addition to significant increases in
 
total pressure recovery, the use of the slotted flap also resulted in a 0.05
 




The inlet performance achieved.with tangential blowing at the cowl
 
lip or discrete jet-nozzle blowing in the diffuser is compared to the basic
 
cowl lip data in figure 15 over the angle of attack range. Data are-shown
 
at the engine match point with maximum blowing only for each of-the devices.
 
The tangential blowing at'the cowl lip improves the total pressure recovery

from 1.0 to 2.5 percent and decreases the engine-face distortion through
 
most of the angle of attack range. The diffuser blowing provides slightly

better total pressure recovery than tangential lip blowing at the high





The effect of an aircraft forebody on the performance of the basic
 
inlet is shown in figure 16 from a = 00 to a = 400. No data for a = 56'
 
were available. At angles of attack of 0' (fig. 16a), 200 (fig. 16b), and
 
300 (fig. 16c), essentially no change in total pressure recovery or dis­
tortion was measured. At a = 400 (fig. 16d),'however, significant im­








The performance characteristics of four inlet devices(cowl-lip leading­
edge flaps, slotted flaps, tangential blowing and discrete jet-nozzles in
 
the subsonic diffuser)designed to prevent or delay cowl-lip boundary-layer

separation or to improve the inlet internal-flow characteristics at high

angles 	ofattack were-investigated at Mach numbers of 0.7, 0.9 and 1.04.
 
All of the inlet devices tested are capable'of improving inlet per­
formance at high angles of attack. However, parametric-studies of each
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Cowl flap, x flap angle, deg 
Plain cowl lip 
Blowing lip 
Cowl slotted flap (slat), x = flap angle, deg 
W Boundary layer rakes and diffusor blowing hardware installed in duct 
Config. 
Code Component Notation 
1 
B F30 F50 I 
x 
L S30 S45  S60 W 
x 
2 x X 












9 X X X 
10 X X X 





















TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
0.7 0 0 1 Wi air off air off 52s 8
t3 o 
f limits 
WC2 out of limits 
0 W2 at SEQ 38 
--B2 227 
WC2 out of limits 
10 0 W3 at SEQ 45 
WC2 out of limits 
15 W4 atSEQ 47 
WC2 out of limits 
20 W4 at SQ 49 
227 C1 
B2 I lair off 
25 0 
35 BI 
WC2 out of limits 
40 . W4 at SEO 66 
45 0 227 
56 B3 
30 0 C2 
56 C2 
56 140 air off 





TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF W02 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
23 0.9 15 0 1 'W6 air off air off 
24 20 6W5 air off 
25 20 227 C3 
28 0.9 30 0 1 W6 air off 
29 30 0 227 U2 
30 35 BI 227 air off 
31 40 0 W6 
32 45 227 
33 50 227 
34 56 W6 
35 227 C2 
36 10 air off 
37 15 C2 
38 35 15 C2 
.39 45 0 C6 
40 45 air off 
41 20 2 W5 air off 
42 -. 227 C5 
B2 air off 
44 25 0 air off 
13
 
TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
45 0.9 35 B1 2 227 air off air off 
46 45 0 
47 50 
48 30 W6 
49 30 227 C5 
50 40 W6 air off 
51 40 227 C5 
52 45 W6 air off 
53 45 227 C5 
54 56 227 C5 
55 3 W6 air off 
56 227 C5 
57 50 air off 
58 45 
59 40 W6 
60 40 227 C5 
61 35 B 227 air off 
62 30 0 W6 air off 
63 30 227 C5 
64 25 227 air off 
65? W5 _air off 
66 20 227 C5 
14
 
TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
67 0-O 20 B2 3 227 air off air off 
68 35 15 C5 
69 56 15 
70 0.7 56 0 
71 0.9 20 4 W5 air off 
72 227 C5 
73 B2 air off 
74 25 0 
75 30 W6 
76 30 227 C5 
77 35 BI 227 air off 
78 40 0 W6 air off 
79 40 227 C5 1 
80 45 air off 
81 50 
82 56 W6 
83 227 C5 
84 15 C6 
85 35 15 C6 
86 56 0 5 W6 air off 
87 . 56 227 C5 
88 50 227 air off 
15
 
TABLE J. - Continued.
 
RlL M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAL 
PA2 REMARKS 
89 0.9 45 0 5 227 air off air off 
90 40 W6 
air off 
91 40 227 
C6 
92 35 BI 227 air off 
93 30 0 W6 air off 
94 30 - 227 C6 
95 56 6 W6 air off 
96 56 227 C5 
97 50 air off 
99 40 W6 
100 40 227 C5 
101 35 air off 
102 0.7 56 C7 
103 50 air off 
104 45 air off 
105 40 7 
106 0.9 0 7 W5 air off 
IQ 0 15 227 
108 10 0 
iio 20 W5 
16
 
TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN aL ALPHA WC2 PAl PA2 . REMA.. 
iii 0.9 20 0 7 97 Lj air off 
112 B2 air off 
113 15 L2 
114 125 0 L3 
Regulator leakage PA2 
22,SEQ 657-663 
115 30 W6 air off 
116 30 227 LA 
egulator leakage
A2z1R SEQ 668&669 
117 35 
-_L$L_ 
118 B2 lair off 
119 15 L5 
120 15 67 C7 
121 30 0 50 ¢6 
122 40 W6 air off air off 
Re ulat 
123 40 227 L4 PAPt19 Q 
124 45 Lf6 1 
125 50 L6 
126 56 L7 
127 67 C6 
128 136 C6 
129 TECTLr A7 air off 4C2=215,200,182 
130 187 136 
131 45 227 SELECT 
PAl air off,67,136 
132 45 215 67 
17
 
TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 




137 SELECT 102 240 
wC2=228,214,203 
138 50 227 L8 air off 
139 212 
140 203 
141 0.7 40 219 
11.9 1 213 
143 204 
144 SELECT 102 240 WC2=204,213 
145 0.9 56 8 227 L8 air off 
146 56 204 
147 50 227 





153 1.04 35 





TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
0.9 35 0 8 227 L8 air 
off 
156 30 8 227 air off 
157 56 9 W6 
158 56 227 CIO 
159 50 C7 
160 45 air off 
161 40 W6 air off 
162 40 227 C0 
163 35 air off 
164 30 C7 
165 25 air off 
166 20 W6 air off 
.167 227 CI0 
168 B2 air off 
169 15 240 
170 35 B2 air off 
171 35 15 C10 
172 1.01 56 0 C7 
173 0.7 56 
174 50 
175 40 




TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
177 0.9 56 0 10 227 air off C10 
178 50 C7' 
179 45 air off 
180 40 W6 air off 
181 40 227 C1O 
182 35 air off 
183 30 C7 
184 25 1 air off 
185 20 1 W6 air off 
186 20 227 CO 
187 0.7 50 3 C7 
188 -45 air off 
189 40 - W6 air off 
190 40 W6 CO 
191 35 227 air off 
192 30 C7 
193 25 air off 
194 20 W6 air off 
195 20 227 CIO 
196 35 15 C7 
197 35 B4 air offl 
198 56 B4 air off 
20
 
TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
199 0.7 56 15 3 227 air off CI0 
200 45 15 C7 
201 45 B2 air off 
202 56 0 240 
203 56 2 C7 
204 50 C7 
205 45 air off 
206 40 C7 
207 35 air off 
208 30 C7 
209 25 air off 
210 20 C7 
211 45 15 C7 
212 45 B2 air offl 
213 56 Bl air off 
214 56 15 CI0 
215 35 15 C7 
216 35 B5 ar off 
217 0.9 56 0 air off 
218 0.9 15 SELECT PA2=air off,10 
2 0 5 C7 




TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
221 0.7 45 0 5 227 air off air off 
222 40 7 
223 35 air off 
224 30 C7 
225 25 air off 
226 20 C7 
227 15 07 
228 B4 air off 
229 56 B4 air off 
232 0.7 45 B4 5 227 air off air off 
233 50 0 4 C7 
234 45 air off 
235 40 C7 
236 35 air'off 
237 30 C7 
238 56 C7 
239 25 air off 
240 20 C7 
241 45 15 C7 




TABLE 1. - Continued. 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAL PA2 REMARKS 
243 0.9 0 0 1 W5 air off air off 
244 5 W7 
245 10 
246 15 
247 5 0 




252 Al 0 235 
For 2nd point of run 
IBETA =5 
253 20 5 W7 
254 20 10 W7 
255 0 0 11 W5 
256 0 B2 227 
257 10 0 W6 
258 15 W6 
259 20 W5 
260 B2 227 
261 0 C0 
262 25 air.off 
263 30 W6 air off 
264 30 227 CI0 
23
 
TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
265 0.9 35 Bi 11 227 air of air off 
266 40 0 W6 air off 
267 40 227 C10 
268 ,45 air ofJ 
269 50 B6 
270 56 
271 56 240 
272 50 
273 0.7 A2 0 
274 A3 15 
275 A4 0 air off 
276 56 B4 
277 45 B2 
278 35 
279 20 
280 0.9 0 0 12 W5 
281 B2 227 
282 B2 235 
283 5, 0 W7 
284 10 0 W5 
285 B2 227 
286 B1 235 
24
 
TABLE 1. - Continued.
 
RUN M ALPHA BETA CONF WC2 PAl PA2 REMARKS 
287 0.9 15 0 12 W7 air off air off 
288 20 0 W5 
289 B2 227 
290 B2 235 
291 25 0 W7 
292 30 0 W5 
293 B2 227 
294 B2 235 
295 35 0 WT 
296 35 5 W7 
297 40 0 W6 
298 45 Bl 227 
299 50 0 W6 
300 56 0 W6 
301 56 B2 227 
302 0 0 W3 
303 0 B2 227 
304 5 0 227 
305 10 0 W3 
306 10 B2 227 
307 15 0 227 
308 20 0 W3 
25
 
TABLE 1. - Concluded. 
RUN M ALP[A BETA CONF WC2 * PAl PA2 RFMARKS 
309 0.9 5 B2 12 227 air off air off 
310 25 0 227 
311 30 0 w3 
312 30 B2 227 
313 0.7 0 0 
314' 0 B2 
315 5 R 7 
316 10 0 
317 10 B2 
318 15 0 
319 20 0 
320 5 B4 • 
321 20 B2 
322 25 0 
1323 30 0 
'324 30 B2 
325 35 B7 
326 40 0 
327 40 B2 
328 45 B6 
329 50 0 
330 56 0 
331 56 5 
26
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Figure-2. - General arrangement of 15 percent scale inlet model.
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Figure 5.- Representative test setups.
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Figure 6.- Inlet cowl leading-edge flap.
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Figure 9.- Static-pressure orifice locations in subsonic diffuser.
 
Static orifice locations 
Ramp ,.. - Cowl 
orifice no. Fuselage station, cm orifice no. Fuselage station, cm 
D101 53.34 D201 62.23 
D102 60.96 D202 63.37 
D103 63.50 D203 65.41 
D104 66.04 D204 66.04 
D0105' 69.85 D205 69.22 
D106 74.93 D206 69.22 
D107 80.01, D207 69.85 
D108 86.36 D208 74.93 
D109 96.52 D209 80.01 
D110 114.30 D210 86.36 
Dlll 133.35 D211 . 96.52 
D212 114.30 
D213 133.35 
(b) Static orifice locations. 
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Rake Rake Rake Rake Rake Height, 
RlP R2 R3 R4 R5 eh 
Station 62.23 Station 65.41 Station 69.22 Station 69.22 Station 86.36 cm 
R101 R201 R301 R401 R501 0.046 
R102 R202 R402R302 R502 0.173
 
R103 R203 R303 R403 R503 0.351
 
RIO4 R204 
 R304 R404 R504 0.579
 
RI05 R205 R305 
 R405 R505 0.884 
Rlo6 R206 306 R406 R506 1.265 
- 207 R307 R407 R507 1.722
 
R208 R308 R408 R508 2.256 
- R309 R409 R509 2.967 
- R310 R410 R510 3.805 




Steady-state probe High-response probe(0.14 dim) 1 (0.,236 diam) 




Rake Note: All dimensions are 
5 in centimeters 
Instrumentation plane; Model station 136.48
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Figure 15.- Performance of isolated inlet with tangential blowing cowl slot 
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Figure 16.- Continued. 
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CONF MACH Q PT P 7 TTR TR RN/FT ALPHA BETA PREF WC2 PT2/PT AO/AZ 62 PiRMS 'MYFLApSL'-AT 
1 0.901 *712.7 2125 1255 574.8 494.6 4.031 0.28 0.-l. 1418 244.0 0.9629 0.7660 0.1305 0.0000 0.856 0
 
GXL DX1 OX2 KA2 KC2 KRA2 PERCENT WC2 QI/PT2 KTHETA DS KTHETAS
 
0.0000 0.2735 0.0520 0.1914 0.0765 0.1893 112.4 
 0.1884 0.0517 36.48 0.0517
 
(AN/NSORPTIMAX - RINGi RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5 THETA- - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 
 RING..
 
o.b39 0;0097 0.0141 0.0113 0.0125 82.83 99.89 P7.51 121.6 -08.8
 
ID IDCMAX IORMAX IDl IOC2 10C3 IDC4 IDC5 IOCHUB IDCTIP IDRI IDR2 IDR3 IDR4 ItR5
 
0.8216 0.0391 0.0603 0.0131 0.0191 0.0262 0.0458 0.0323 0.0161 0.0391-0.0354-0.0261-0 0129 0.0141 0.0603
 
PAl/P PAl/POX hAl/W2 CMULO CMUIL VIAIO VIAIL 
 PAZ/P PA2/PDY WA2/W2 CMU20 CMU2L VIA2O ViAZL (WA1+WA2B/W2 CMUO CAUL 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 00000 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000.0000 0.0000 OQo00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
(PT2R/PT2)BASE - RING1' RING2 RING3 RING4 RINGS (PT2R/PT2)MEAS -
 RING1 RING2 RING3 -RING4 RING5
 
1.075 1.054 1.036 0.9373 0.8978 
 1.035 1.026 1.013 0.9859 0.9397
 
A MINUS SIGN INDICATES A BAD COMPRESSOR FACE PRESSURE
 
CFIOI CF102 CFiO3 -CF104 CF105 CF106 CF107 CFIOB CF201 CF202 CF203 CF2G4 CF2O5 CF206 CF2O7 CFZOB
0.9989 0.9992 0P9844 0.9974 0.9994 0.9989 0.9988 0,9990-0,9936 0.9982 0.9896-0.9883 0.9915 0.9753 0.9695 0.9977
 
CF301 CF30Z CFBO3 CF304 CF305 CF306 CF307 CF308 CF401 CF402 CF403 CF404 C0F405 CF40& CF40T"'dFr'O-6 
0.9898 0.9780 0.9615 0.9824 0.9501 0.9646 0.9891 0.9868 0.9514 0.9325 0.9666 0.9541 0.9051 0.9425 0.9952 0.9464
 
CFS01 CFS2 CFSO3 CF504 CF505 CF506 CF507 CF508 
 PT1 SPF1 SPF2 SPF3 SPF4
 
0.9151 0.8956 0.9305 0.8953 0.8737 0.8898 0.9377 0.9010
 
RIO R102 - Ri0 R104 RIO5 RlO6 R201 R202 R203 R204 R205 R206 R207 R208
 
0.9993 0.9993 0.9993 0.9994 0.9983 0.9993 0.9954 0.9993 0.9995 
 0.9991 0.9985 0.9985 0.9985 0998 -...-

R301 R302 R303 R304 R305 R306 R307 R308 R309 R310 R401 R402 R403 R404 R405 
0.8866 0.9254 0.9248 0.9935 0.9991 0.9991 0.9992 0.9994 0.9988 0.9992 0.9202 0.9990 0.9976 0.9986 0.9985R406 R407 R408 R409 R410 RSO1 R502 R503 R504 RSd5 R506 R507 R508 R509 R5Th 
0.9992 0.9993 0.9996 0.9991 0.9992 0.8420 0.8646 0.9027 0.9435 0.9786 0.9986 0.9991 0.9986 0.9993
 
P301 P302 P303 P304 P305 P306 P307 P308 P3/PT2 PLOI P)102 PD103 PD104 PD105 P0106 PD1070.5701 0.5774 0.5809 0.5703 0.5678 0.5411 0.5567 0.5800 0.5899 0.6815 0.6745 0.6097 0.5706 0.6147 0.6883 0.7232 
PD108 P0109 PDIIO PDI1 PD201 P0202 PD203 P0204 PD205 P0206 PD207 P0208 P0209 P0210 P0211 P0212 P02130.7446 0.7686 0.8138 0.8219 0.7200 0.6621 0.6797 0.6540 0.6932 0.7248. 0.6799 0.7185 0.7240 0.7394 0.7456 0.7640 0.A121 






CONF MACH Q PT P TTR TR RN/FT ALPHA BETA PREF WC2 PT-2/PT AOVAI 02-- PTRMS MTH FLAP/SLA-T
 
1 0.901 713.1 2125 1255 574.7 5 . .,I8 0.13'1418 226.0 0.9689 0.7138 0.1086 0.0000 0.723 0
4 9 4 4 .0 3 2 r 

GXI DXI DX2 KA2 KC2 KRA2 PERCENT WC2 QI/PT2 KTHETA DS KTHETAS
 
0.0000 0.6551 0.0222 0.5316 0.0326 0.2441 104.1 0.1611 0.0343 28.38 0.0305
 
IAN/NSQRPT)MAX - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5 THETA- - RING1 RINGZ RING3 RING4 RING5
 
" 
0.0033 0.0044 0.0076 0.007'-0.006 '86.35 168.4. 101.6 0.0000 0.0000 
10 IDCMAX IDRMAX lOCI 10C2 IDC3 IbC4 IC5 IDCHUB IOCTIP IORI IDR2 IR3 10R4 IDR5
 
0.6522 0.0248 0.0504 0.0098 0.0061 0.0233 0.0230 0.0266 0.0080 0.0248-0.0296-0.0232-0.0112 0.0137 0.0504
 
PAL/P PAl/POX WAI/W2 CMUIO CtUIL VIAIO VIAlL P42/P.RA2/PDY WA2/W2 CMU2 CMU2L VIA20 VIA2L (WAI+WA2)/WZ CMUD CMUL
 
OO0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
 
(PTZR/PTZ)BASE - RING! RINGZ RING3 RING4 RING5 £PTZR/PT2)MEAS - - RINGI RINGZ RING3 RING4 RING-5 
1.074 1.054 1.036 0.9385 0.8980 1.030 1.023 1.011 0.9863 0.9496
 
A MINUS SIGN INDICATES A BAD COMPRESSOR FACE PRESSURE
 
CFIO1 CF102 CFI03 CF1O4 .CF105 CF106 CF107 CF108 CFZOI CF2O2 CF203 CFZO4 CF205 CF206 CF207 CFZO"
 
0.9996 0.9993 0.9880 0.9970 0.9987 0.9992 0.9995 0.9993-0.9861 0.9977 0.9981-0.9894 0.9911 0.9858 0.9855 &9977
 
CF301 CF302 CF303 CF304 CF305 CF306 CF307 CF308 CF401 tF402 CF403 CF404 CF405 CF406 CF407 CF406
 
0.9762 0.9815 0.9906 0.9841 0.9571 0.9731 0.9851 0.9903 0.9334 0.9426 0.9762 0.9648 0.9231 0.9537 0.9960 0.9556
 
CFSO1 CF502 CF503 CF504 CF505 CF506 CF507 CFSO8 PT1 SPFI SPF2 SPF3 SPF4
 
0.9084 0.9100 0.9519 0.9126 0.8944 0.9145 0.'9481 0.211
 
RIO R102 R103 R104 R105 R106 R201 R202 R203 R204 R205 R206 R207 R208
 
0.9992 0.9994 0.9993 0.9996 0.9988 0.9992 0.9§64 0.9993 6.998 0.9993 0.9987 0.9996 0.9992 0.9987
 
R301 R302 R303 R304 R305 R306 R307 R308 R309 R310 R401 R402 R403 R404 R405
 
0.9225 0.9504 0.9556 0.9976 0.9992 0.9994 0.9992 0.9998 0.9991 0.9990 0.9728 0.9994 0.9985 0.9993 0.980
 
R406 R407 R408 R409 R410 R501 R502 R503 R504 R505 R506 R507 R508 R509 R510
 
0.9995 0.9995 0.9997 0.9993 0.9995 0.8716 0.8897 0.9206 0.9582 0.9888 0.9992 0.9992 0.9986' 0.9995
 
P301 P302 P303 P304 P305 P306 P307 P308 P3/PT2 P1O01 PD102 P0103 PD104 PD105 P0106 PDI'07
 
0.5870 0.6054 0.6094 0.5950 0.5946 0.5658 0.5857 0.6067 0.6127 0.6918 0.7182 0.6838 0.6688 0.6940 0.7455 0.7719
 
P0108 PD109 PD110 PD111 PD201 PD202 P0203 PD204 P0205 PD206 PD207 PD208 P0209 PD210 PD211 PD212 P0213
 
0.7891 0.8064 0.8435 0.8488 0.7772 0.7359 0.7460 0.7334 0.7540 0.7808 0.7490 0.7713 0.7735 0.7831 0.7872 6.8194 0.8413
 






CONF MACH 0 PT P TTR TR RN/FT ALPHA BETA 'PREF WC2 T2/PT, AO/AI "D2. PTRM$- MTHFLAPISLAT
 
1 0.901 712.7 2125 1255 576.2 495.8 4.018 0.25 0.14 1417 
 206.4 0.9751 0.6563 ,0.0843'0.0000 0.617 0 
GXI OXi DX2 KA2 KC2 KRA2 PERCENT WC2 QI/PT2 KTHETA DS KTHETAS
 
0.0000 0.1419 0.0175 0.1919 0.0257 0.0777 95.13 0.1324 0.0287 27.60 0.0218
 
IAN/NSORPT)HAX - RING! RING2 RING3 RING. RINGS THETA- - RINGI RING2 
 RING3..'RING4,RIfG5
 
0.0024 0.0020 0.0045 0.0061 0.0055 83.18 k52.3 90.63.'0.0066060000
 
ID IDCMAX IORMAX IDC1 IDC2 IDC3. IC4 IDC5 IDCHUB IOCTIP ITRI IDR2 iDR '' IDR4 IOR5
 
0.5373 0.0234 0.0402 0.0078 0.0102 0.0195 0.0275 0.0192 0.0090 0.0234-0.0235-0.0187-0.0085.0.,0104 O;.402 .
 
PAI/P-PAL/PDX WAI/W2 CHU1O CMUIL VIAIO VIAIL PA2/P PA2/PDY WA2/W2 CMU20 CMU2L VIA20 VIA2L 
 (WAI+WA2)lW2 CHUO CMUL
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0;0000 0. ,0000 0OO0 oo000 
(PT2R/PT2)ASE - RING! RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5 (PT2R/PT2)MEAS - RINGI RING2 .RING3 RING4 RING5''
 
1.027 1.029 1.022 0.9738 0.9463 1.023 1.019 1.008 0.9896 0.9598
 
A MINUS SIGN INDICATES A BAD COMPRESSOR FACE PRESSURE
 
CF101 CF102 CF103 CFO4 CF105 CFI06 CF107 CF1OS CFZOI CF202 CF203 CF204. CF205,.CF206 CF20 CF208
0.9993 0.9993 0.9905 0.9982 0.9992 0.9992 0.9993 0.9993-0.9834 0.9986 0.9986-0.9925 0.9926 0.989-1 0.9929 0.9983 
CF301 CF302 CF303 CF304 CF305 CF306 CF307 CF308 CF401 CF402 CF403 cF4O4 CF405 CF406 CF401 tF40S' 
0.9716 0.9890 0.9911 0.9886 0.9644 0.9810 0.9868 0.9946 0.9382 0.9599 0.9801 0.9723 0.9421 0.9621 0.9966 0.9689 
CF501 CF502 CF503 CF504 CF5S05 CF506 CF507 CF508 PTL SPFI SPF2 SPF3 SPF4 
0.9190 0.9293 0.5618 0.9303 0.9172 0.9299 0.9617 0.9380 
RI1 R102 R103 R104 R1O5 R106 R201 R202 R203 R204- R205 R206 R207 R2O ' 
0.9993 0.9995 0.9994 0.9994 0.9984 0.9997 0.9979 0.9994 0.9993 0.9992 0.9990 0.9992 0O.988 0.9996 
R301 R302 R303 R304 R305 R306 R307 R308 R309 R310 R4OL R402 R403 R404 R405 
0.9425 0.9668 0.9738 0.9989 0.9996 0.9996 0.9995 0.9994 0.9988 0.9993 0.9850 0.9994 0.9592 0.9990 0.9987
 
R406 R407 R40B 
 R409 R410 R501 R502 R503 R504 R505 R506 R507 R508 R509 . R510"
 
0.9996 0.9996 0.9997 0.9991 0.9998 0.9035 0.9196 0,9465 0.9705 0.9935 0.9991 0.9988 0.9988 0.9993
 
P301 P30z P303 P304 P305 P306 P307 P308 P3/PT2 P0101 P0102 PD103 PD104 PD105 O0106 PD107
 
0.6068 0.6313 0.6382 0.6201 0.6226 0.5934 0.6126 0.6328 0.6355 0.7095 0.7624 0.7489 0.7442 0.7625 0.7994 0.8184
 
PD10 P0109 PD1IO P0I1 PD201 P0202 P0203 P0204 P0205 P0206 
P0207 P0208 P0209 P0210 PD211 PU212 PD21'
 
0.8316 0.8450 0.8732 0.8766 0.8300 0.7975 0.8019 0.7934 0.8088 0.8291 0.8059 0.8206 0.8206 0.8268 0.8293 0.8531 0.8721
 






CONF MACH Q PT P. TTR TR RN/FT ALPHA BETA PREF WC2 PT2/PT AO/AI D2 PTRMS MTH FLAP/SLAT
 
1 0.899 711.4 2124 1257 575.4 495.3 4 022 0.27 0.13 1418 186.5 0.9804 0.5963 0.0723 0.0000 0.530 0
 
GX1 OXI DXZ KA2 KC2 KRA2 PERCENT WC2 QI/PT2 KTHETA 0S KTHETAS
 
0.0000 0.1271 0.0318 0.2861 0.0467 0.1010 85.95 0.1059 0.0307 26.86 0.0221
 
(Ah/NSQRPTIMAX - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5 THETA- - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RINGS
 
0.0019 0.0023 0.0029 0.0057 0.0048 81.49 85.11 78.26 0.0000 0.0000
 
ID IOCAX IDRMAX IDCI 1002 ID3 IDC4 IC5 IDCHU3 IDCTIP 'IORI 1DR2 IDR3 IDR4 IDR5
 
0.4380 0.0248 0.0305 0.0063 0.0158 0.0235 0.0332 0.0164 0.0111 0.0248-0.0187-0.0140-0.0057 0.0079 0.0305
 
PAI/P PAI/PDX WAI/W2 CMUIO CMUIL VIAIO VIAIL PA2/P PA2/PDY hA2/W2 CMU20 CMU2L VIA2O VIA2L (WAI+WA2)/W2 CMUO CML
 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
 
(PTZR/PT2)BASE - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5 (PT2R/PT2)MEAS - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5
 
1.022 1.025 1.021 0.9780 0.9545 1.019 1.014 1.006 0.9921 0.9695
 
A tINUS SIGN INDICATES A BAD COMPRESSOR FACE PRESSURE
 
CFI01 CF102 CF103 CF104 CF105 CFI06 CFIO CFlO8 CF201 CF202 CF203 CF204 CF205 Cr206 CF207 CF208
 
0.9992 0.9998 0.9925 0.9989 0.9997 0.9993 0.9996 1.0002-0.9785 0.9998 0.9993-0.9943 0.9941 0.9922 0.9950 0.9992 
CFSOL CF302 CF303 CF304 CF305 CF306 CF307 CF308 CF401 CF402 CF403 CF404 CF405 CF406 CF407 CF408 
0.9629 0.9955 0.9929 0.9911 0.9733 0.9859 0.9897 0.9966 0.9401 0.9748 0.9857 0.97Q9 0.9527 0.9708 0.9973 0.9801 
CFSO CF502 CF503 CF504 CF505 CF506 CFSO7 CF508 PTI SPFI SPF2 SPF3 SPF4
 
0.9293 0.5493 0.9704 0.9471 0.9344 0.9450 0.9699 0.9584
 
R10 R102 -.R103 R104 R1O5 R106 R201 R202 R203 R204 R205 R206 R207 RP208 
0.9998 0.9999 0.9993 0.9997 0.9988 1.000 0.9984 1.000 0.9998 0.9993 0.9992 0.9999 0.9996 0.9995 
g301 R302 R303 R304 R305 R306 R307 R308 R309 R310 dR401 R402 R403 R404 R05 
0.9580 0.9781 0.9864 0.9992 0.9999 0.9992 0.9996 0.9999 0.9994 0.9997 0.9892 1.000 0.9997 0.9998 0.9987 
R4067 R408 R409 R410 R501 R502 R503 R504 R505 R506 R507 R508 R509 R510 ­
1.000 0.9992 0.9998 0.9993 1.000 0.9284-0.9417 0.9659 0.9818 0.9,72 0.9995 0.9993 0.9989 0.9991
 
P301 P302 P303 P304 P305 P306 P307 P308 P3/PT2 PO1 P0102 P0103 PD104 P0105 P0106 PD107
 
0.6258 0.6559 0.6630 0.6452 0.6483 0.6175 0.6372 0.6580 0.6567 0.7281 0.8048 0.8040 0.8044 0.8195 0.8463 0.8601
 
P0108 PD109 PD110 P0111 P0201 P0202 00203 PDZ04 P0205 PD206 P020T POP00 P0209 P0210 P0211 P0212 PD213
 
6.8698 0.8798 0.9006 0.9025 0.8762 0.8486 0.8469 0.8444 0.8549 0.8711 0.8532 0.8631 0.8623 0.8663 0.8676 0.8846 0.8997
 






CONE PACH 0 PT P TTR TR RN/FT ALPHA BETA PREF WC2 PT2/PT AO/A! D2 PTRMS MTH FLAP/SLAT
 
0.0575 0.0000 0.449 0
1 0.898 710.2 2124 1259 575.1 495.3 4.022 0.27 0.14 1418 164.7 0.9846 0.5291 

GXI OXi 0X2 KA2 KC2 KRA2 PERCENT WC2 QI/PT2 KTHETA DS KTHETAS
 
0.0000 0.2622 0.0552 
1.0948 0.0812 0.2276 75.91 0.0804 0.0432 26.05 0.0378
 
(AN/NSQRPT)MAX - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RINGS THETA- - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RINGS
 
0.0014 0.0038 0.0046 0.0049 0.0039 83.76 74.47 71.31 0.0000 0.0000
 
ID IDCMAX IDRMAX IDC IDC2 IDC3 IDC4 IC5 IDCHU8 IDCTIP IDRI IDR2 1OR3 IDP4 IDR5
 
0.3399 0.0245 0.0215 0.0042 0.0207 0.0334 0.0361 0.0128 0.0124 0.0245-0.0147-0.0095-0.0024 0.0051 0.0215
 
CMULO CMUIL VIAIO VIAIL PA2/P PA2/PDY WA2/W2 CMU20 CMU2L VIA2O VIA2L (WAI+WA2)/W2 CMUO CMULPAI/P PAI/PDX lAI/H2 

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000. 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000,0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
tPT2R/PT?)BASE - RING1 RING2 RING3 RING4 RINGS (PT2R/PTZ)MEAS - RING1 RING2 RNG3 RING4 RINGS
 
1.015 1.010 1.02 0.9949 O.qT850.9863 0.9960 1.009 1.009 1.002 

A MINUS SIGN INDICATES A BAD COMPRESSOR FACE PRESSURE
 
CF203 CF204 CF205 CF206 CF207 CI1208
CFI01 CFI02 CF103 CF104 CF105 CF106 CFE07 CFIOS CF201 CF202 

0.9994 0.9995 0.9949 0.9993 0.9996 0.9999 1.0000 0.9997-0.9736 0.9996 0.9992-0.9954 0.9946 0.9939 0.9971 0.9985
 
CF408
CF301 CF302 CF303 CF304 CF305 CF306 CF307 CF308 CF401 CF402 CF403 CF404 CF405 CF406 CF407 

0.9541 0.9978 0.9943 0.9929 0.9795 0.9893 0.9918 0.9960 0.9440 0.9861 0.9893 0.9857 0.9651 0.9790 0.9976 0.9898
 
CF501 CF502 CF503 CF504 CFSOS CF506 CF507 CF508 PTI SPF1 SPF2. SPF3 SPF4
 
0.9433 0.9670 0.9787 0.9587 0.9508 0.9591 0.9775 0.9723
 
RiO R102 R103 R104 R105 R106 R201 R202 R203 R204 P205 R206 R207 R208 
0.9997 0.9998 0.9999 0.9998 0.9993 0.9997 0.9990 0.9999 0.9999 0.9997 0.9996 0.9996 0.9994 0.9994 
k301 R302 R303 R304 R305 R306 R307 R308 R309 R310 R401 R402 R403 R404 R405 
0.9701 0.9842 0.9894 0.9993 0.9995 0.9995 0.9998 0.9,993 0.9997*0.9996 0.9935 0.9999 0.9993 0.9996 0.9988 
R406 R407 R408 R409 R410 R501 R502 R503 R504 R505 R506 R507 R508 R509 R510 
1.000 0.9997 0.9476 0.9596 0.9779 0.9879 0.9980 0.9993 0. 9 9 q8 0.9989 0.9999
0.9999 0.9996 0.9998 

P301 P302 P303 P304 P305 P306 P307 P308 P3/PT2 PJ101 P0102 P0103 P0104 PD105 PD106 P0107
 
0.6471 0.6804 0.6885 0.6708 0.6730 0.6424 0.6645 0.6843 0.6793 0.7482 0.8428 0.8503 0.8556 0.867/ 0.8867 0.8964
 
p010 POL09 Polio P011 P0201 PD202 PD203 P0204 P0205 P0206 PU207 P0208 P0209 PD210 P0211 D0212 PD213
 
0.9032 0.9094 0.9243 0.9265 0.9142 0.8911 0.8894 0.8884 0.8941 0.9065 0.8925 0.8992 0.8974 0.9001 0.9017 0.9126 0.9241
 






CONF MACH Q PT P TTR TR 
 RN/FT ALPHA BETA PREF WC2 PTi/PT AO/Al 02 PTRMS "ttI-FLAP/SLAT
1 0.900 712.3 2125 1256 577.1 
496.6 4.009 0.29 0.15 1417 
 142.7 0.9883 0.4598 0.0355 0.0000 0.377 0
 
GX1 DXI DX2 KA2 KC2 KRA2 PERCENT WC2 Q/PT2 KTHETA DS KTHETAS ­
0.0000 0.6951 0.1013 5.8106 0.1489 0.2919 65.76 0.0588 0.0718 25.20 0.0805
 
(AN/NSQRPT)NAX - RINGI RING2 
 RING3 RING4 RING5 THETA- - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5
 
0.0037 0.0061 0.0037 0.0028 0.0044 91.96 97.34 O.QOO.0.0000 OOO 
ID IDCMAX IORMAX IDC1 IDCZ IDC3 10C4 
 IDCS IDCHUB IDCTIP' IDRI IRZ IDR3' IDR4 LOR5
0.2025 0.0123 0.0138 0.0088 0.0157 0.0206 0.0120 0.0104 0.0123 0.0112-0.0088-0.0051-0.0015 0.0017 0.0138
 
PAl/P PAI/POX WAI/W2 CMUIO 
CMUIL VIAIO VIAIL PAZ/P PA2/PDY NA2/W2 CMU20 CMU2L 
V0A20 VIA2L (WAI+WA2)/WZ CHUO CMUL
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000-0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000,0.0000 OOowO0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
 
IPT2R/PT2)BASE - RINGI RING2 
RING3 RING4 RING5 CPT2R/PT2)MEAS - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5
 
0.9824 0.9924 1.011 1.010 1.006 
 1.009 L.005 1.002 0.9983 0.9862
 
A MINUS SIGN INDICATES A BAD COMPRESSOR FACE PRESSURE
CFIOI CF102 CF103 CF104 CF105 CF106 CF107 CF108 CF201 CF202 CF203 CF204 
CF205 CF206 CF207 CF208
0.9882 0.9979 0.9969 0.9993 0.9993 0.9991 0.9994 0.9955-0.9778 0.9955 0.9987-0;9961 0.9959 0.9961 0.9976 0o.988
CF301 CF302 CF303 CF304 CF305 CF306 
CF307 CF308 CF401 CF402 CF403 CF404 CF405 CFA06 CF40OTCF468 "­0.9694 0.9970 0.9945 0.9940 0.9850 0.9925 0.9936 0.9920 0.9700 0.9925 0.9919 0.9890 0.9747 0.9839 0.9976 0.9931CF501 CF502 CF503 CF504 CF505 CF506 CF507 CF508 PT1 SPFi SPF2 SPF3 SPF4 
0.9677 0.9783 0.9837 0.9692 0.9644 0.9691 0.9848 0.9800
 
RIOt R102 R103 R1041 R105 R106 R201 R202 R203 R204 R205 R206 *R20? R20& ­0.9991 0.9989 0-9996 0.999i O.99h 0.9994 q0 .9q 9 2 0.9986 0.9992 0.9993 0.9991 0.9993 o9W0-;9988 -R301 R302 R303 R304 R305 R306 R307 R308 R309 R310 R401 R402 
 R403 R404 R405
0.9789 0.9884 0.9907 0.9996 0.9987 0.9996 0.9995 0.9994 0.9993 0.9991 0.9957 0.9996 0.9995 0.9992 0.9981
R406 R407 R408 'R409 R410 R501 R502 R503 R504 R505 R506 R507 
 R508 R509 "510
0.9986 0.9993 0.9991 0.9992 0.9993 0.9641 0.9731 0.9859 0.9914 0.9988 1.0000 0.9989 0.9987 
 0.9992
 
P301 P302 P303 P304 P305 P306 
 P307 P308 P3/PT2 P0101 P0102 P0103 PD104 PD105 
PD106 PD07
0.6687 0.7049 0.7139 0.6959 0.6963 0.6664 0.6879 0.7080 0.7010 0.7689 0.8758 0.8886 0.8958 0.9054'o09188 0.9249
PDI08 PD109 PD1O PD111 P0201 P0202 PD203 
P0204 P0205 PD206 PD207 P0208 PD209 PD210 P0211 PD212 PD213
0.9295 0.9337 0.9438 0.9468 0.9431 0.9239 0.9217 0.9206 0.9244 0.9329 0.9225 0.9272 0.9257 0.9270 0.9280 0.9359 0.9447
 






CONF MACH C PT P TTR TR RN/FT ALPHA BETA PREF HE2 PT2/PT AO/AI 02 PTRMS MTH FLAP/SLAT

V 0.902 713.8 - 2124 '1253 576.9 496.1 4.013 0.27 0.14 1417 239.5 0.9650 0.7532 0.1248 0.0060 0o.811- 0
 
GXI DXI DX2 KA2 KC2 KRA2 PERCENT WC2 QI/PT2 KTHETA DS KTHETAS
 
0.0000 0.2753 0.0426 0.1927 0Th627 0.2008 110.4 0.1817 0.0445 32.28 0.0413
 
(AN/NSORPT)$AX - RINGI RING2 RING3' RING4 RING5 THETA, - RINGL RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5
 
0.0037 0.o00800.III-ioo86 0.0112 84.92 93.99 93.18 118.7 0.0000
 
ID IDCMAX IORMAX IDCI IC2 "10C3 .1DC4 IDC5 IOCHUB IDCTIP TDRI IDR! I0R3 IDR4 IDR5
 
0.7768 0.0367 0.0571 0.0116 0.0162 0.0241 0.0418 0o.0316 0.0139 0.0367-0.0338-0.0258-0.0128 0.0153 0.0571
 
PAl/P PAl/POX hAl/WZ CMU1e CtU1L VIAIO VIAlL PAZ/P PAZ/PDY WA2/W2 CMU20 CMU2L VIA20 VIA2L (WAI+WA2)lW2 CMUO CMUL 
0-.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 00000:0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000.­
(PT2R/PT2)BASE - RINGI RING2 RING3 RING4 RING5 (PT2R/PT2)MEAS - RINGl RING2 RING3 RTN64 RINGS 
1.075 1.054. 1.036 0.9373 0.8978 1.034 1.026 1.013 0.9847 0.9429
 
A MINUS SIGN INDICATES A BAD COMPRESSOR FACE PRESSURE 
CFIO1 CF102 CF103 CF104 CSIO5 CF106 CFI07 CF1O8 CF201 CF202 CF203 CF204 CE205 CF206 CF207 CFZ08 
0.9993 0.9999 0.9865 0.9971 0.9995 0.9996 0.9996 0.9998-0.9916 0.9980 0.9953-0.9883 0.9927 0.9808 0.9743 0.9982 
CF301 CF302 CF303 CF304 CF305 CF30& CF307 CF308 CF401 CF402 CF403 CPr04 CF405 CF406 Cr46? c&4f8 
0.9860 0.9790 0.9732 0.9821 0.9540 0.9690 0.9877 0.9877 0.9446 0.9335 0.9686 0.9571 0.9099 0.9450 0.9952 0.9477 
CF5Ol CF502 CF503 CF504 CF505 CF506 CF507 CF508 PTI SPFL SPF2 SPF3 SPF4 
0.9135 0.8987 0.9388 0.9004 0.8795 0.8954 0.9420 0.9111 
RlOl RIOZ R103 R104 Ri05 R106 'R201 R202 R203 R204 R205 R206 R207 RZOS ­
0.9996 0.6994 0.9997 0.9996'0.9986 0.9997 0.9969 0.9998 0.9994 0.9998 0.9989 0.9992 0.9987 0.9992 
R301 R302 R303 R304 R305 R306 R307 R308 R309 R310 V401 R402 R403 R404 R405 
0.8979 0.9332 0.9342 0.9945 0.9994 0.9992 0.9992 0.9994 0.9995 0.9992 0.9305 0.9989 0.9985 0.9993 0.9986 
R406 R407 R408 R409 R410 R501 R502 R503 R504 R505- R506 R507 ' R508 R509 R510 
0.9997 0.9989 0.9991 0.9996 0.9991 0.8611 0.8709 0.9048 0.9726 0.9827 0.99qZ 0.9996 0.9990 0.9991 
P301 P302 P303 P304 P305 P306 P307 P308 P3/PT2 P1)101 POLO? P0103 PD104 PD105 PD106. poioi
0.5737 0.5849 0.5884 0.5766 0.5753 0.5479 0.5647 0.5868 0.5956 0.6835 0.6851 0.6307 0.6010 0.6374 0.7043 0.7359 
PD108 PD109 PO110 PD111 PD201 PD202 P0203 P0204 PD205 P0206 P0207 PD208 PD?09 PD210 PD211 P0212 -PDZ13 
0.7572 0.7782 0.8214 0.8291 0.7345 0.6826 0.6982 0.6781 0.7097 0.7401 0.7000 0.7330 0.7375 0.7519 0.7566 o.r99 0.791' 
